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to: Dr Alfred Bader. 

and 

Dr Innes van Nostrand, President, Queen’s University Alumni Association 

subject: Seventeen’s Century Dutch Art & Chemistry 

Lectori Salutem, 

date: May 15, 1995 

55 years ago my country: Holland surrendered to the German Wehrmacht after they bombed the 

heart out of Rotterdam, not the harbour , the day before. I was nine years old and I lived in a village 

10 kilometers from the centre of that city. On the 16th a company of black uniformed soldiers with 

scull and crossbones on their caps entered our village and put their heavy equipment in our streets. 

Right in front of our grocery shop there was.a field kitchen and the soldiers were eating their soup. 

One asked me to wash his mess-tin. My mother told me never to do that again. My thoughts go back 

often these days and now I realize that while the attention was on the burning city the freighters in 

the harbour were unloading all this heavy equipment. 

I am mentioning Rotterdam because I went to Highschool in the City and I saw several.executions 

and Razzia’s and I never said anything about that at home for fear that I would be kept home in save 

Berkel and I would still be there! In Highschool we got a card for the Boymans Museum for one 

guilder a year ( could be taken away for bad behaviour ) and in my graduating year, 1948, there was 

an exhibition of Rembrandt etchings from the collection of Van Beuningen. This name: Van 

Beuningen was later added to the museum’s name. I was soaking it up almost daily never dreaming 

that I could own one of those. Well, two years ago, we had here in Toronto an exhibition. of 

Rembrandt etches of a California collection and when my wife and I walked in I saw “ Jews in a 

_Synagoge” and I knew I wanted to have it to leave to my grand daughter Rachel. The etching is 

dated 1648 and looks like the interieur of a Gothic church. Spinoza must have walked around here 

upsetting everybody. The Portuguese Israeli Synagoge. was not built till 1668. I intend to write to 

the cantor Hans Bloemendal, who is a professor of bio-chemistry in Nijmegen, if he knows. the 

location. Because of my considerable knowledge of the Golden Age I got $500 off the price and I 

was allowed to photograph the whole collection. “The view of Amsterdam from the North “ puzzled 

me as the windmills were on the westside and the ships on the leeside which is ludicrous. Looking 

atmy pictures in the mirror I discovered. why portret etchings are so popular with the sitter and I had 

my slides printed in reverse. I met an artist who engraves in wood and when I saw that he is 

lefthanded I asked him to make an Ex Libris of the two Jews on the left of the etching and we will 

see it the way Rembrandt saw it. I want to add the words “ MOQUAM ALEPH” from which comes 

the popular name for Amsterdam: Mokum. 

My village is.located in the county Delfland with as county seat: Delft, the city of Prins William the 

Silent; the leader of the fight for independence from Spain. I am a member of the society “Delfia 

Batavorum” which was the Roman name for the city. And of course it is the city of my favourite 

painter: Johannes Vermeer as well as my mentor scientist observer Antonie van Leeuwenhoek. Both 

were baptised on the same Sunday in the Oude Kerk. Dr Bader will recall that he published a picture 

of a Dutch church in an Aldrich publication and asked his readers to identify it. I and others 

recognized it as the Nieuwe Kerk in Delft, standing next to the tomb of Prins William I and looking 
in the direction of the main entrance under the tower. Going outside.the corner house to the right is 





the inn where Vermeer lived and worked. I have already established that Vermeer painted “het 

Straatje” from the second floor rear window. using the 3 to 6 o’clock quadrant of the circular image 

projected by a lens in the darkened window. I have photographed from that windowand the 

perspective fits! I also found the location. of: “View of Delft” and Pieter de Hoogh’s “een Hollandse 

Binnenplaats”, both done in the same manner. My wife will do some additional video when she visits 

my son Harley this summer. Born in Canada he emigrated to my country of birth last year. He is the 

Technical Director of Opera Zuid in Maastricht: a Roman city dating from 50 B.C. When my wife 

and I visited the Flick Collection in New York I suddenly discovered the location of the painting: 

“Woman reading a letter”: the leaded window is about sixty degrees open and in the separate pieces 

of glass the curves of the Nieuwe Kerk entrance can be seen The map on the back wall. is located on 

the West wall of the building and shows the west on the top. I understand that there is one similar 

map in the museum in Hoorn, north of Amsterdam My guess is that it is about the releave of Leyden 

which was done by flooding the polders from Delft to Leyden. The Spanjards fled over the dunes to 

= the sea. This is still celebrated today on the 3rd of October. 

Although I am not a Queen’s alumnus I would like the books and artpieces pertaining to the Dutch 

Golden Age to remain in Canada to augment Dr Bader’s gift. My location projects may well be used 

for graduate thesis. 

May 16, 1995 
And now my 40 year Canadian career in Chemistry! I first wanted to call this part: “ [fit such a good 

idea howcum an American did not think of it?” When I arrived in Sarnia in 1964 after 8 years in the 

Shell Commisioners Street plant in Toronto any new idea was killed by my manager who “ did not 

want to became the laughing stock of the big shots in Shell Research” He actually said this and when 

I kept on trying to introduce new ideas. he said “You might as well go back to Holland for if they 

ask for a reference I will give the worst I can think of.” I developed many new products. but I could 

never shake the first impression on my Toronto manager who, because I freely gave my political 

opinion, thought I was a communist. I had to lay low for 5 years because I soon found out that the 

RCMP would. check with this kind of people if I was worthy to become. a Canadian. citizen. I 

stayed out of trouble and on my own merit climbed. to the rank of Senior Staff Research Chemist till 

desaster struck on April 27, 1982 ( see ref 1) 

Our Oakville Research Centre at the border between Oakville and Burlington was built in 1970 as a 

tax write off and was a thorn in the flesh of our Dutch, British and American masters who each 

thought they had as we say in Dutch: “ de wijsheid in pacht” ( a lease on wisdom ) But my group 

kept at and in about 1973 it was clear to me that Shell Canada Research would not last till my 
retirement. I started winemaking. As the main problem in the oil industry is Sulfur dioxide I 

immediately avoiding the lavish use of sulfite which led to a. beautiful process only known to me and 

Brian Mulroney to whom I offered it before the election of 1984. As the environment is one. of my 
main concerns I was the only industry attendant at the CCIW (Inland Water Centre) 

Chemistry/Biology Seminars. The minds of all the other attendants were owned by the Canadian 

Government. I asked a young graduate who was assigned to me to learn about clay to come with me 

because I knew that. this would mean disaster for the Candu reactors. The meeting was held with 

about 25 people in the CCIW boardroom and Mr A.Guest (sic) explained that Hydro had discovered 
that neutron bombardment of the airgap in the fuel tubes coverted Nitrogen into Carbon-14. But not 

to worry Hydro would fill the tubes with an inert gas. I was horrified to hear that they had chosen 
Carbon Dioxide (sic) which is a very reactant gas! I knew that Shell has holdings in Uranium and that 

if I said anything I would loose my job. And here were 24 captive scientific minds and they were 





worrying about Carbon 14 (with a halflife of 5000years) getting into mothersmilk, but none of them 

knew that Carbon Dioxide can be reduced by metal to elemental Carbon! I knew then that the tubes 

would burst when this elemental carbon would enter and weaken the steel. I finally dared to ask a 

question and I asked if Hydro was warning foreign. Candu customers of this problem and Mr 

A.Guest said that that was not his department! 

I want to diverse here and comment on the 12 National Socialist years in Germany and the 5 years of 

occupation which ended in !945. The Germans did not just shout slogans but they were very proud 

of their scientific research and wrote serious and not fun books about German accomplishments. The 

Dutch fascists were very disappointed in 1940 after they welcomed the troops that their own leader: 

Ir Mussert, became governor of Holland. Instead Hitler’s Austrian friend Seys-Inquart became 

Gauleiter in den Niederlanden. But they swallowed their pride and youthwriters translated German 

books to replace the English influence. But they emphasized Dutch accomplishments where 

applicable. 

Dr Bader will probably be familiar with the Following books: 

Hermann Rompp,Chemie das Alltags, Copyright 1936 by Franck’scvhe Verlaghandlung, W. Keller & 

Co Stuttgard Fondsnummer 17-K 2643. 

Hermann Rompp, Chemische Experimenten die gelingen. Copyright 1939 by same Fondsnummer 79, 

K 1795. 
From the latter I did in 1944 the experiment ‘Soot from Marble” with reaction equasion: CaCO3 + 

2 Mg=2 MgO+C. [also found in an American Highschool book the experiment of burning 

steelwool in Carbon Dioxide. 

( Another book that has sustained me throughout my career is: Prof Wizinger : Kohle, Luft und 

Wasser. 1944) 

I knew that I was in trouble: Conservative Bill Davis was firmly in power, Peterson was not much 

and I did not expect much of third party Bob Ray. To save my career I had quit the NDP party and 

widely denounced the party at Shell. My wife however had been Riding secretary for Ed Ziemba and 

she contacted Queens Park and asked for a meeting with Bob Ray. That night I got a call from David 

Agnew who wanted to know what I wanted to talk about with Bob Ray. I said it was private and he 

should forget it. He obviously felt offended and latteron phoned my wife and apologized but got out 

of her that it was about science. He said that I could see Bob Ray but that he would have to be 

present as Bob Ray did not know anything about science ( in other words he, David Agnew, had 

taken Science 101. I made an appointment for me next regular Friday off, not to raise suspicion. 

I got there in time but Bob was not back from lunch and I was asked to wait. I could hear the 

secretary talking on the phone and to my astonishment | heard that she had a tape in which she could 

fake a conversation with a too busy Bob Ray in order to satisfy a caller. She was not aware that I 

heard all this and when she saw the great Himself walking across the parkinglot she told me so. My 

reception was extremely cold AND AGNEW WAS NOT THERE. I knew I was sunk and that 
Agnew had phoned my company. Bob Ray did not want to talk to me and said that I had not done 

enough research on the matter. I told told him that if Shell knew that I was in his office that I would 

loose my job. Indeed on Monday Shell started to limit my scientific freedom and on the first of 
August I found a letter on my desk saying “that Shell accepted my resignation” I typed out a request 

for clarification and drove home never to receive an answer. Via my doctor I was forced to see a 

psychiatrist 13 times. Obviously management thought that, because of the fact that I was an artist as 





well as a scientist that I was at least a latent homosexual. As the words were never spoken my wife 

of 42 years could not testify to the oposite. 

Then, on the first of August 1983 a tube slit over a 2 meter length in the Pickering plant and you 

would expect that Bob Rae would have the “Aha! Erlebnis” but no. Shell kicked me out on February 

1, 1984 ahead of the first 1000 people downsizing. The Oakville Lab was replaced by a Calgary Lab 

as was 505 University Avenue in Toronto by a Headoffice in Calgary. In our personnel magazine I 

saw that the heavily Vanadium contaminated. property is sold to a housing developer and all this at 

taxpayers expense! 
The scientist’s intellectual property ( his inventions ) this is guided by the Employment Agreement 

which I am sur is signed by every graduate who is eager to get a job. (reference 2)Can you imaging 

Margaret Atwood going with her first effort to a publisher and the publisher says OK we put you on 

salary, we give you a computer. Now because this computer is our property your writing is our 

property! That’s what Shell does: Our red notebooks were clearly marked “Property of Shell 

Canada” I felt a bit more at ease after 25 years of service and our patent lawyer said that all our 

waking thoughts were owned by Shell I laughed and challenged him. It was my last laugh. No 

wonder Canadians are not creative! Point 4 (b) is of course a Catch 22: In 28 years I have never 

heard of Shell declaring in writing that they have no interest in an invention. I think that students 

should be made aware. of their vulnerable position and maybe through the Alumni Association the 

flotsame and jetsame of the Canadian Creative Mind could benefit Queen’s University’s Science 

Department. 

The big Ferrocene package shows that Shell’s error to introduce Ferrocene led to two serendipity 

discoveries: Extinghising Oilfires and the production of macro Buckey Balls. I have reference 

material from the early 60’s about other metal sandwiched between to carbon pentagons. When you 

look at a standard Soccer Ball you'll see that if you would burn a solution of such a compound in a 

pure hydrocarbon in a standard Oil Furnace with a continuous electric spark you could produce 

Bukeyball superconductors in bulk. 

If you both agree I would like to correspond about my other inventions lost in the void created by 

Shell’s disappearance from the Canadian Research Scene. I have a sufficient pension; only my pride 

is hurt. Deep in my heart I believe that my oilfire extinghisher is worth a Noble price but who will 

blow my hom? If, as predicted , the fires would burn for years waisting all that oil Bush would have 

been re-elected and Saddam Hussein would have been destroyed like Cartago. On Wednesday 

November 6,1991 the last wellfire was put out and the coverage in the news on Television was less 

than one minute. The Canadian company who did it 10 times faster than Fred Adair made $ 15 

million! 





The other reference material is for future correspondence. My telephone has been bugged for years 

so that faxing to my wife’s fax would be best: Lynn Verhoeff c/o Ontario Forest Industries 

Association (416) 368 5445 
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Bram Verhoeff i. 

243 Indian Grove 

Toronto ON Canada 

MO6P 2H4 Tel (416) 533 8636 
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Sous-ministre Suite 100 Bureau 100 

Toronto, Ontario Toronto (Ontario) 
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416/323-4272 416/323-4272 
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Mr. Bram Verhoeff 

243 Indian Grove 

TOTFrCnLo, OnEarLo 

M6P 2H4 

Dear Mr. Verhoeff: 

DiankeVOum Or syOUine Vette eim lou sHelisiic aya teos, 

1990 and your advice on how to put out the 
Hagersville tire fire. As you are no doubt aware, 

the fire was successfully extinguished and my 

Ministry is proceeding with clean-up of the site. 

i appreciate your concerns im this matter 

and your taking the time to write to me. 

Yours Sincerely, 

foaty 3. Poser 

Deputy Minister 









page 3260 

Chairman to Mr Kawalec:But they (Union Gas) were 

deeply involved in non-associated activities weren't 

they,or would you say Precambrian and their investments 

in gas reduction and so on? 

Mr Kawalec:No,Mr Chairman,how could we? It was done 

quickly through the government and that was it.It 

was a fait accompli. 





PO. Box 2001, 50 Keil Drive N 
Chatham, Ontario N7M 5M1 
Telephone (519) 436-4511 P aie 

@ 
Union 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 

W. Darcy McKeough 
Chairman and President 

May 2, 1985 

Thank you for your letter of May 2nd. 

IT am not an Engineer or a Scientist or a Geologist or 

an Agriculturalist, and so frankly, some of what you 

are suggesting is not easily understood by me. I am 

going to make some inquiries and hope to be back to 

you. 

With kindest regards. 

Sincerely, 

Gas ae 
/en W. Darcy McKeough 

Mr. Bram Verhoeff, 

SEX ‘Senses Enterprises, 

243 Indian Grove, 

TORONTO, Ontario. 

M6P 2H4 
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Toronto,August 10,1984 Private & Confidential 

Dear Mr Mulroney, 

On the afternoon that the election was called I turned on the radio just 

at the moment tha. you fiwdit ¥G.F press Cui rence. 

You were just saying that you thought you could create jobs by sponsoring 

Canadian Research. 

A few hours later in Calgary the Liberal Minister of Energy held a press- 

conference with a vice-president of Shell Canada Resources(or was it vise 

versa)to announce that Shell would go ahead with an in-situ Tar-sand Plant 

which would create 500(temporary)jobs and that this was made possible 

through liberal!taxconcessions. 

They hoped that the people would not be dumb enough to elect a Conservativ 

government who may not give as generously to this Dutch oil company. 

Talk about patronage! 

tee. ee ae ee a ei Oe UE eee is lee ene ta eine eee ete 

computers and word-processors which never have come up with an idea of 

their own and Dr Stewart Smith,the patronage Liberal chairman of the Nati- 

onal Science Council;a psychiatrist who knows nothing about Science, 

tells an audience in Quebec City that the Forest Industry is doing the 

wrong research. 

I know nothing about politics but I know a considerable amount about the 

other matters and I would like to bring this to your attention as I hope 

that you will form the next government and because you were once the pre 

Sident of a technological company. 

and I obtained my Canadian Citizenship in the Diefenbaker years,Ellen 

Fairclough signed my certificate. 

i had a bri llivantacareer of 28 years in Research with Shell Canada till 

I was forced to retire at the top of my career(Senior Staff Research 

Chemist)last February 1. 

I had done research in lubricants,clays,catalysts,drilling mud and Tar 

Sand;the above Shell announcement was made possible through an invention 

of mine in which I was able to separate the emulsion formed from steam 

which is injected in the deep tarsand and the heavy oil as it is brought 
Se = brat COP ue ok ae ci Gr nade eee aul eS aN! ape = ut 

be novel and then re-applied under the name of a junior engineer while I 

was ill at home.” 

(A)Shell Internationale Research Maatschappy in The Hague,Holland handle’ 

all Shell Canada patents which are all assigned to that foreign company 

as vou can see from another one of my patents(B) 





be out of th ay 
23, the court shes been told. 
LeSage advised the juror he 

could leave Canada “as long as 
you take care of yourself.” 

More than 50 standby jurors 
are available for duty in the 
event one of the original 12 ju- 
rors is unable to start for rea- 
sons such as illness or death. 

If the legal arguments finish 
early, both Houlahan and John 
Rosen, Bernardo’s lawyer, told 
LeSage they could use the extra 
time to prepare their cases. 

The bodies of French and Ma- 
haffy were found two weeks af- 
ter they vanished, French from 
St. Catharines in April, 1992, 
and Mahaffy from Burlington in 
April, 1991. Bernardo was ar- 
rested at his home in Port Dal- 
housie on Feb. 17, 1993. 
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Fire sparks 
chimney 
warning 

By Bos MITCHELL 
STAFF REPORTER 

Homeowners are being urged 
to check their chimneys follow- 
ing a fire that caused $100,000 
in damage to a Brampton home. 
Nobody was injured in Tues- 

day night’s blaze but Brampton 
firefighters yesterday delivered 
notices to homes in the subdivi- 
sion, warning residents about a 
potential safety hazard associat- 
ed with corroded metal chim- 
neys. 

“But this problem isn’t just in 
Brampton hundreds of 
homes across the Metro area 
potentially could have this same 
problem without the homeown- 
er realizing they may have a 
safety hazard,” Brampton Depu- 
ty Fire Chief Wayne Moore said 
yesterday. 

The Ontario Fire Marshal’s 
Office is investigating the blaze 
that occurred on Mangrove Rd., 
but Brampton firefighters say 
the fire was caused by corrosion 
in a prefabricated, double- 
walled, mass-insulated galva- 
nized metal chimney that set off 
a fire in the attic. 
“We surveyed the neighbor- 

hood and could visually see 
there were numerous homes 
with corroded chimneys,” 
Brampton fire prevention offi- 
cer Linda Pierce said. “As a re- 
sult we hand-delivered notices 
to about 50 homes, informing 
them of the potential danger 
and urging them to have their 
chimneys checked by a quali- 
fied inspector.” ; 

~-yoreten guests: "Non 
who ever came to Russia with a 
sword managed to do this. 

“And nobody ever will.” 
Strong stuff, for a party boy. 
Deciphering Yeltsin kept the 

Kremlinologists busy. But by 
the time the last Russian cadet 
had goose-stepped his way out 
of Red Square on Tuesday, the 
Americans got the point. 

Yeltsin faces parliamentary 
elections this year and a presi- 
dential ballot next year. Like 
Clinton, he’s being politically 

If 
The Toronto Star you’re reading didn’t come to 

your door, Call for home delivery. 

367-4500 

ee 

outflanked by right-w 
He’s in no mood to be le 
to by foreigners. 

Isolate Russia, und 
Yeltsin, and you will o1 
courage the extremists 
was the theme of a speec 
sin gave to kick off ° 
Week. Despite its import 
went largely unreported. 

His points were: 
@ Efforts to isolate, marg 
and contain Russia are m 

INSTALL YOUR NEW AIR CONDITIONER OR GAS 
FURNACE TODAY AND 

DON’T PAY UNTIL OCTOBER 1995 oac. 

A1 AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING 

WEST 905-844-2949 

L 
| 
| 
| 
; Quality installation since 1967 

| 
l 

EAST 416-299-7770 
0180510m 

CENTRAL 416-961-6399 

CD DON'T FORGET TO CALL yy _ we 

Men’s and Ladies’ 1 Hour Tailor Service 

TRADE IN EVENT 
Your old suit or sports jacket could save you a bundle! 

Bring in your old suit 
before Sunday, May 21st 
and you will receive $100 
off the ticket price of a 
new suit of your choice. 

Bring in your used sports 
jacket or blazer before 
May 21st and we’ll take 
$50 off the ticket price of 
a new sports jacket. 

All previously enjoyed clothing we receive will be donated to charity. 
Please dry clean first. 

Number One Bloor, Toronto M4W 1A3 (416) 922- 6173 
Open Mon. thru Wed. 9-7, Thurs.-Fri, till 9 p.m., Sat. 9:30-6, Sunday 11 to5 

Where quality and service are a tradition Since 1901 
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DATE: November 1, 1990 

TO: Mr. Peter Sarvos 

Advisor, Aviation and ThermoShell 

FROM: Bram Verhoeff 

Senior Staff Research Chemist (Oakville) - retired 

RE: Ferrocene in furnace oil 

On Monday I received a delivery of 150 liters of Shell furnace oil 
containing a new additive. 

Ever since I joined Shell in 1956 in the Commissioner Street 
laboratory, Shell has never revealed to our customers the generic 

name of our additives and the first test run was always carried out 
in well-tuned employee's furnaces, supervised by P.A.D. 

I intended and still will write you a detailed letter of what 
happened to my furnace, but more important, about my research 
results of 1956  tiil 1984 regarding additives’ in’ fuel” oils. 
However, when I started to read Sphere magazine issue 5/1990 this 
morning and realized that you are the advisor Aviation and 
ThermoShell I felt it my duty to warn you of the consequences of 
this additive travelling through the same pipeline as Aviation 
Turbine Fuel for Pearson Airport. 

Ray Davies and I worked on this problem in the late fifties and I 
shudder to think what dicyclopentadiemyliron could do to the 
alluminum of the fuel system of a jet aircraft. 
Just ask Ray Davies. 

I see in the article Who's who in Products that Bill Hall is 
manager Products Planning. Bill started his career with Shell in 
my group in Oakville laboratory. 

I will continue to write my detailed report. You can reach me by 
Fax at my wife's business address. ( Lynn Verhoeff, Fax 416-368- 
5445) 

A.V. 
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\ SHELL CANADA - FACSIMILE COVERSHEET 

IGINATOR 

SFWARD FORM INTACT TO TELECOMMUNICATION 
ELEX CENTRE 

OPY WILL BE RETURNED AS CONFIRMATION 

YPEWRITTEN PREFERRED, OTHERWISE COVERSHEET FOR: Sree ee’ 
SE FELT PEN FOREIGN/ ® 

k_] Domestic INTERNATIONAL INCL. COVERSHEET 

>; ADDRESSEE FROM: ORIGINATOR 
OMPANY: COMPA (c Address /Relerence Indicator) 

Shed 17 tonada Products Company 
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November 16, 1990 

Mr. Bram Verhoeff 

Senior Staff Research Chemist (Retired) 

Oakville Research Centre 

Dear Mr. Verhoeff: 

My apologies for not getting back to you sooner. 

I wanted to thank you for your note of November 1. You obviously still care 

about the direction Shel] Canada is taking with fuels and lubricants 

marketing. 

Regarding your concern about pipelining ferrocene or, more specifically, fuel 

containing ferrocene, let me quickly dispel any concerns you have by saying 

that we are not pipelining such product. 

In regard to our divulgement of the additive in Pureflame, time will tell 

whether this was a wise move but suffice it to say for now, this was a 

marketing decision based on the fact that we were giving up no competitive 

advantage keeping this secret and we are imparting a sense of authenticity to 

our product by being more open about what it is and how it works, etc. 

Lastly, for your information, I mentioned to Bill Hall that I had received a 

note from you and he asked that I send you his regards. By the way, Bill was 

instrumental in the launch of Pureflame, 

I look forward to your report. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Sarvos 

Advisor - Aviation/Thermoshel] 

Commercial Marketing 





MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 16, 1991 

TOs Mr. Peter Sarvos 

Advisor - Aviation/Thermoshell 
Commercial Marketing 
MVS LOS BSS) WSS) 

FROM: Bram Verhoeff 

Senior Staff Research Chemist (Oakville) - retired 
243 Indian Grove, Toronto, Ont. M6P 2H4 
FAX: 416-368-5445 

RE: Ferrocene in furnace oil 

Further to my memo of November 1, 1990, the expected breakdown of 

my furnace took place this weekend, apparently due to an overdose 
of ferrocene. 

The serviceman did a wonderful job of keeping us warm over the 
weekend. 

When contacted on Monday by Mr. Sevakian, Manager of Toronto 

Thermoshell, he claimed never to have heard about my correspondence 

with you. Later that day he ordered the serviceman to clean the 
furnace, i.e. destroy the evidence and leave everything till 
Calgary people could examine it. 

I took the appropriate samples and examined them. The process is 
quite clear to me and shows a high concentration of ferrocene had 
passed through the furnace. But when my analysis showed that 44% 
of the deposit was acid-insoluble, silicious material, originating 
from the heat shield of the furnace, I examined the furnace 
further. The lower part of the furnace is exceedingly hot. I will 
make sure that no combustible material will be near the outside 
surface of the furnace. 

I will convey this information to my insurance agent in connection 
with increased fire danger. 

A.V. 
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 17, 1991 

TOs Mr. Peter Sarvos 

Advisor - Aviation/Thermoshell 
Commercial Marketing 
BANS. OS 269625 

COPY: Mr Sevakian 
Manager Thermoshell Toronto 
FAK +s" GO5.15 161 

FROM: Bram Verhoeff 
Senior Staff Research Chemist (Oakville) - retired 

RUE Ferrocene in furnace oil 

Thissmorniing “at. 10:45) hrs_e thes turnace, clicked on. but it) tocok#10 
seconds to light, resulting in a smoke puff which filled my 
basement. At 14:00 hrs. I came downstairs and the red light was 
on. The furnace started immediately after pressing the button, 
but because of the presence of 30 seconds worth of oil pumping 

great clouds of smoke developed. 

We are getting close to the weekend again and I would like to have 
this problem solved without educating yet another serviceman about 
what is going on. Please instruct Mr. Sevakian to have the 
original serviceman: Jack Etter, look after our furnace. 

The ferrocene concentrate which fell to the bottom of the tank may 
not all have been processed by the burner. It may be necessary to 
pump out the lower part of the tank. 

Pei. 

The ball-shaped soot particles which I collected on Monday were 
put in a bottle. The content smells strongly aromatic, which is 
not surprising as the structure of ferrocene: 

5-carbon-ring 
Lon 

5-carbon-ring 

must absorb aromatics preferentially. This is in sharp contrast 
with the green/picture of your introductory literature. 

AV = 
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 18, 1991 

TOs Mr. Peter Sarvos 

Advisor - Aviation/Thermoshell 
Commercial Marketing 
IMVG8 203) AXeS) Wr 

FROM: Bram Verhoeff 
Senior Staff Research Chemist (Oakville) - retired 
243 Indian Grove 
BAX 46s S6Se 54.415 

RE: Ferrocene in furnace oil 

There seems to be little communication between yourself, Mr. 
Sevakian and the serviceman at Toronto Thermoshell. I sent a copy 

of my memo of yesterday to Mr. Sevakian, but it we had to call him 
to make sure we could get heat for the night. 

When the serviceman came after dinner,he changed the nozzle, 

measured the pressure and we talked about the position of the spark 
gap and how the spark could be "blown out". I did not believe him 
but suddenly the spark sound disappeared but also the flame was 
snuffed out. I must certainly not be the only one for he told me 
about other similar experiences. Well, he got my furnace going and 
I am keeping my fingers crossed. 

He informed me that the right side of the firewall has completely 
disappeared! 

I have the stainless steel nozzle which he replaced and it contains 

a brass filter. The fuel from the steel fuel tank sees white metal 
in the filter, then a copper tube, a steel pump and finally the 
brass and stainless steel of the nozzle. As all these metals are 
electrically grounded, the fuel makes oxidizing and reducing 
voltage jumps! I was thinking of this when I wrote my memo in 
November, but I was most concerned about the pumps and the nozzles 
of an aircraft: I only have a cold house, an aircraft engine 
failure would mean a post mortem. 

Yet your answer of November 26 seems to say: no aluminum, no 
problem and I brazed myself for a disaster. 

After the second oil delivery in December I had a number of red 

button starts, but a quiet Christmas with our grandchildren. About 
the third delivery you know, but I was not aware that the additive 
is added as a concentrate during delivery. When you look at the 
lunchpail shape of the furnace oil tank your realize that what goes 
down will never go up and high concentrations of Ferrocene 
increases the conductivity of the fuel oil, The cloud of fuel 

droplets will accept electrons from the left and right electrodes. 





As the transformer is centre grounded, the left and the right 
electrodes reach alternating minus 5000 V to ground and spew out 
electrons which do not harm if they reach the other plus 5000V 
electrode, but if they spark to the conducting fuel in the nozzle, 
they add to the electron inventory of the fuel-air system. (As the 

fuel droplets are round and move away from the spark the reverse 
flow of electrons, in other words oxidation is not very likely as 
electrons prefer to exit from sharp points.) As any chemist knows 
adding electrons is reduction and withdrawing electrons is 
oxidation. If this divided spark occurs the energy put out by the 
transformer is therefore deducted from the combustion energy and 
is probably the cause of the hollow balls of carbon and aromatics 
which I recovered from the tubes of my furnace. 

I have always wondered why the spark stays on when a flame is 
confirmed after 30 sec. delay. It would be a simple test to hook 
up the relay so that it switches off the transformer. If for some 
other reason the flame goes out the pump will stop. 

The advantages would be: 

es less electrie use 

De. better chance at complete combustion 
She less soot formation 

a no electron additions .e. no reduction 

Shell may want to patent this energy saving device and if you do 
so, please put it in my name. 

Finally I hope that somebody will visit me soon to assess the 
damage done to my furnace and my basement by Ferrocene which I 
would have rejected if somebody came to my door asking: Do you want 
Ferrocene in your furnace oil? 

I have had a sample and literature on this compound (it was first 
made in 1951) since 1960 and I know it well. I expected a call from 
my old colleagues, instead the deliveries continued. I decided to 
wait for the disaster to happen and record it. It was worse than 
I had anticipated. I can't for the life of it see how this additive 
would aid combustion and I would like to see on what evidence 
Ottawa gave this glowing report. I saw Jack Etten take the sample. 
The large sootballs would never enter the quarter-inch tube. 

When I was doing testing for dirt in aviation turbine fuel for the 
Avro Arrow, Ray Davies taught me to mount the testtube against the 
direction of the flow and to pull the sample so that the flow 
inside and outside the testtube is the same. 

When you see sootballs on the white sheets which I _ spread 
throughout the furnace room on Sunday you realize that between the 
black dots there is whiteness. 

When I was forcefully retired at the end of 1983 I parked my car 
in those last days next to the rusting remains of the pride of my 





G1 

career: $ 200,000 worth of spraydrying equipment. I had intended 
to work on the development of catalysts. In my notebooks (which 

Shell has) there is a design of a blue cyclone burner, based on 
knowledge acquired from work on the spraydryer. I went to the 
Thermoshell terminal on Keele Street early 1982 and acquired a 
number of burners and it was the intension to use my old furnace 
with its easily removable burner for burning raw fuel with several 
alkaline compounds to neutralize the sulphur. 

Now that I am cut off from Shell I continued my work with charcoal 
and I am happy to say that I found a catalyst which converts the 

nitrogen of the air into ammonia which not only produces neutral 
ammonium carbonate and sulphate but extra energy as ammonia 
production is an exothermic reaction. 

I will write to the Dutch minister of the environment in Dutch as 
I want to reveal this as a Dutchman rather than a Canadian. 

AV 
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BY FAX 

June 3, 1991 lo) PY 

EOI me Ee Gels Ors 

Globe and Mail 

From: Bram Verhoeff 

243 Indian Grove, Toronto, M6P 2H4 

Re: Oil well and engine fires 

On Saturday, June 1, 1991, you published on page A15 the Frederic 
Neema/Reuter picture of a wellhead "minutes after his team 
extinguished another of the blazes...." 

The worker's only protection are his hard hat and his safety boots 
and he is handling a pick-ax (steel) on a wellhead (steel) which 
under normal refinery circumstances is a no-no because of the 

possibility of sparking. 

Red Adair is obviously using the method I suggested in my fax to 
my vice-president (Research) of Shell Canada on March 4, 1991, 
namely by "pumping" electronics into the oil stream. 

I wonder why your science writers did not catch the anomalies in 
this pireture: 

On page Al16 is the article on the Thai air disaster. 

My idea of snuffing out a hydrocarbon fire by adding electrons 
would work better than conventional fire extinguishers. 

I never received acknowledgement of receipts of my fax to Mr. 
Vassie. 

Maybe the Globe and Mail could find out from Red Adair the origin 
of the new technology. 
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date: Marche. 299) 

to: Mr Gary Vassic 

Vice President, Research 

Shell Canada 

PAA 10S cba 7625 

From: Bram VerhoefF 

Senior Staff Research Chemist Cretired) 

fare tells, Sletsl 'sysesss 

re: Oil spills & Well fires 

In 1873 during the First -arabian Dil crisis 1 was askedby Or 

Gerry Shane, Director Research, to look into a clay problem 

which had surfaced with the Syncrude Tarsand Project. 

Not only did my research lead to an entirely new method of 

separation but I also concluded that we had in the oilsands 

a SOUrCE Of a Suipsrion Yubricating cll which? would smake ws 

independent from the Light Arabian Crude to which we were 

assigned by The Hague in order to reserve the previously 

used Venezuelan Crude which was reserved for the US. 

I don’t think that this good news had reached the President 

when he announced that Shell Canada was no longer interested 

in Tarsand Exploration. 

As the Topological Separator was, in my view, salvageable 

From the debris I asked Dr Shane permission to apply for a 

patent for the separator only. I had uses in mind for it’s 

use For cleaning of oil spills, removal of organics From 

drinking water, enhancement of gas-liquid reactions. 

In my patent application I made CO claims which included as 

the last claim it’s use as a Tarsand separator and I was 

later shown an American patent in my name and assigned to 

Shell Internationale Research Maatschappij and 1 went on to 

other areas of interest. 

Shell Canada suddenly terminated my career in August 198e 

With no praspect of joining esnether Ull- Company and 1 spend 

the Gest of my slvr er in a screntific wilderness having me 

Curriculum Vitea then my successes in Shell Canada Research. 

iq) (Slsky I jerOUEIME ielilS Closeimeine wWeelainelieeu) ie) ilies eheweeinisshein 

Of Brian Mulroney when before the election he claimed that 

he would solve all of our problems by supporting Canadian 

research. 

I get asnice letter Gattached? and a Christmas card from 

Mulroney but a Few months later I got a brush-off from Tom 

Siddon Clater of Fisheries and Indian Affaires ane) snl alisishs! 

when Mulroney was up for re-election I wrote him again but 

this time he did not even acknowledge receipt of my letter. 

I tried to reach Lucien Bouchard when the Valdez disaster 

took place but he was obviously toe busy, with his Bloc 
Quebecois plans to pay any attention to the environment. 





Page e 

Next came the Gulf Super Oil Spill. Having had no success 

With Canadian politicians 1] decided to write to the Outch 

minister of the environment: Alders, in my native language. 

I told the minister about my research and that I had 

intended to use my "Schuimspaan stuw” not only for ail spill 

Clean-up but also for my old ideal of cleaning up the Rhine 

iver as well as the removal of hydrcarbons from the surface 

of the contaminated groundwater in the most Quwestern part of 
the Low Countries. Again I have not heard From that 

minister! 

You must have heard From ote Sarvos that I had objections 

to Che; Um-Scientific introduericon of Ferrocens- in Fureflame 

Furnace ofl. My last FAX tochim was uritten in the night 

From Ihursday Jan 27 to’ Friday Jan 18 and was typed and 

Faxed by my wife on Friday morning. While writing that memo 

I discovered the mechanism of the chemically reducing action 

of a stream of electrons supplied by the ignition spark. 

Later that day Tom Evenden of Thertmoshell came and I asked 

him to move the spark gap as far hack as possible to avoid 

the spark being “snuFred sour’ net: Bu the blower as Shel 

people believed but by the stream of electrons pouring into 

Ene convicting, Slcliecdnoplers. hls Solved enum ppoblemnmamnc a 

hope not to receive any more Ferrocene containing Furnace 

Oil. During start-up, however , a buzzing effect takes place 

as in a V-1 engine which creates a puffing overpressure in 

the exhaust pipe which was noted by Tom Evenden as lack of 

drake in my chimney). 

Une Daimigs Me coOeehe wen ne Of penis kA: 

Shell should experiment using a heavy current of electrons 

toa snufF out the burning oil wells in Kuwait. A heavy 

conductor carrying a negative potential as against the well 

head steel being postive. Once in place a Current of 

electrons may reduce the droplets ina similar fashion as in 

my Furnace! 

Pos, Wh sete ee ieeh iMeheeis Iricesicish) Gh Inleiesieye Wetec 

University in Edinborough, Scotland spoke to the graduate 

SGUGEiESROR MP GO esacOke Of ene Uni VO MSitel Op hOrenie mc Det 

Organometallics and Coordination Compounds in Organic 
Synthesis. He called the Ferrocene polymerisation reactions 

»Fun-chemistry” and showed that highly carcenogenic 

Poliicnticlesr Abomnatics ane fenned. .Wasmehne only one in 

the audience who did not think that this was 

*Fun-chemistry”: the soot-balls Formed in my Furnace are 

EV iWied withnighlie asamnatic sf turd. “therConbinatson-or 

conductivity created by the addition of Ferrocene (Ca 

pelumerisation catelust) and a stream of electrons convéts 

the unsaturated components of the Fuel into aromatics. 

Gomasaettirdal of Ehacesame week) I heard an interviem by, Jay 

Ingram of CBC Wuerks s Querks of Pref) Moscowitz of the Usokf 
T. He was speaking about 60-Carbon sootspheres called 
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A Oil & Forestry = 

Risky Business 
While one firefighter cuts the bolts off the wellhead, another hoses down the well. 

Kuwait: A Nation In Flames 
In the aftermath of war there is an environmental disaster to clean up | 

Special To Oil & Forestry By Kevin Blades 

For most people the war in the Middle East was over this 

spring when Iraq capitulated to the military superiority of 
the Allies. But for Mike Miller and his company, eae 

Boss, the real war had just begun. 

Safety Boss is a company that extinguishes well fires and 
in Kuwait the ravages of a retreating Iraqi army gave Miller 
more work than he ever thought he would see in a lifetime. 

In late March and early April Miller, his personnel and his 

equipment were flown out of the Calgary International 
Airport in a C-5 Hercules to fight the fires raging in Kuwait. 
In early June, Miller was back and describing his 
experiences to an audience of 450 at the Calgary 

Convention Centre. 

Miller donated the proceeds from the luncheon to the 

Alberta Children’s Hospital Burn Unit. 

Right from the start the operation was unique. The 
equipment loads on the C-5 were two of the heaviest ever 

taken on the aircraft. The shipments contained three 
crews, three fire trucks and enough support equipment for 
a year in Kuwait. 

While preparing to land in Kuwait the airplane was 

engulfed in the thick, black smoke that is the airspace over 

Kuwait. Visibility was very limited until the airplane was 
fifty feet off the tarmac, Miller told the audience. Getting off 
the airplane was just about the last time Miller was clean 
until after he left Kuwait. 
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KKAAMCTY CAACEEC A 

Hot Stuff 
Using a magnesium lance a firefighter stands a safe distance away from the ferocious heat a 

damaged well while his partner stands by with a fire extinguisher. 

After arriving, the firefighters drove off to the area where 

they had been assigned to put the fires out. On the drive 

out, the Canadian firefighters got a first-hand glimpse of 
the total destruction and vandalism the Iraqis had wrought 
upon the country they had occupied. 

"It wassamazing to see hundreds of fires everywhere you 
looked,” Miller said. There were thousands of barrels a 
day being spilled onto the sands and being burnt. There is 

oil on everything." 

To nighlight this remark Miller showed a series of slides: 
one showed a black desert with clean white tire tracks 
outlined on the sand. Another photograph showed a 

two-mile long lake of oil in the middle of which the flare of 

a burning well spewed its orange plume into the sky. 

Miller estimated that this well will be a major construction 

job and take a number of months before being capped. 

A High Risk Job | 

Miller detailed his talk with descriptions of the numerous 

car wrecks caused by the oil on the roads and live 
munitions left lying around the desert. At one time, while 

scouting a well to be put out, Miller almost drove over a 
live cluster bomb that had been dropped by the 
Americans. It was so covered in oil that it had blended in 

with the ground. Only when he had parked right beside it 
did Miller realize what it was. 

When the Iraqis were retreating not only did they blow up 

wells, but they also destroyed all the identification on the 

wells, Miller said. With close to 1,000 wells to cap, this 

Midnight At Noon 
An abandoned Iraqui tank guards a burning well. Note 

truck tail lights, bottom left. 

made things extremely difficult for the firefighters. Miller 
said that sometimes they would cap a well and it would 
turn out to be the wrong one. 

Miller estimated that there are approximately 930 wells in 

need of work. Of theses, 650 to 700 are burning and some 
of these are 20,000 - 40,000 barrel a day wells. The 

smoke from the burning wells has turned all of Kuwait into 
a smoking zone. It is so dark that in the middle of the 
afternoon vehicles are driving in nighttime conditions with 

a visibility of barely fifty feet. Miller's slides showed a 
pitch-black scene lit only by the bright orange flares jetting 
into the sky. 

To combat and cap the burning wells Safety Boss 

developed a number of new techniques. Putting out the 
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fire is the easy part, Miller told his audience. It is the rest 

of the job that is difficult and dangerous. 

Two firefighters dressed in full bunker suits will approach 

the well from the lee-side, one armed with a cutting torch 
and another with a fire hose continuously spraying the 
wellhead and his partner with water to protect him from 

the extreme heat of the well. The firefighter with the 
cutting torch will cut the wellhead below the damaged 
section while his partner sprays the surrounding oil with 
water to prevent ignition. 

After this is accomplished the damaged well is capped 
and the flow of oil from it stopped. 

How To "Trash" A Well 

Sometimes this is done using whatever Is available. 

"We will use what we call ‘trash’ to stuff into the cracks 
and seals. Trash is literally that - polypropylene ropes, old 
gloves, whatever material comes that comes to hand,” 

Miller said, adding, " This stuff has held under thousands 
of pounds of pressure." 

After capping the well, it is on to the next one without 
much rest in between. In the time that Safety Boss has 
been in Kuwait, thirty-three wells have been capped by 

the company. These wells have been the easy ones, the 
ones that weren't burning at the time of inspection, Miller 

said. Now safety Boss is going to start work on the harder 

projects where, instead of a well capped each day, each 

well will take weeks or months to put out and cap- and 

there are hundreds of wells still burning. 

COVERALLS 
In stock for prompt delivery ! 
787: Proban flame retardant coveralls 
7070: 100% cotton coveralls 
7076: 65/35 poly/cotton coveralls 
797: Nomex IIIm fire resistant coveralls | 

> WINNER 
GARMENT 

12003 Kingsway Ave., Edmonton, Alberla, Canada T5G 0x8 

Summer, 1991 /) Oil & Forestry 

"Normally, after putting out a fire it means a night out in 

the pub, but not in Kuwait," Miller said. To demonstrate 
his point, Miller showed a slide of the Kuwait skyline with 
several flares burning in the distance. 

For entertainment between capping the wells, the crews 

have taken to exploring the bunkers and caches left by 

the retreating Iraqis. Guns, hand grenades, artillery shells, 
even a four-barrelled anti-aircraft cannon have made their 
way into the Safety Boss camp as mementos. One 
member even rescued a Russian six-track truck from the 

desert. The only problem with the truck was a dead 

battery. 

A Long Way To Go | 

In a country woefully short of supplies and equipment 
this truck was a gold-mine for Safety Boss - it was drafted 
into use for transporting men and equipment until the 
Kuwaiti army commandeered it from the company for 

similar purposes. 

Since discovering that there are working vehicles sitting 
around, members of the company have rescued and 
repaired other vehicles from the desert for their use. 

In the confusion of postwar Kuwait the firefighters have 
managed to hang onto the vehicles long enough to 

accomplish some of the tasks facing them. 

Miller estimated that the job in the ravaged country will 

last for a year, If not longer. Even with all the firefighting 
companies - old and new - coming into Kuwait, Safety 

Boss still has a lot of work ahead of them, Miller said. O&F 

GENERAL 
CONTRACTORS 
Mechanical - Electrical 

Specializing in Maintenance and 
Complete Installation WELLPUTER LTD. 

MAINTENANCE INDUSTRIAL | 
CONSTRUCTION COMMERCIAL 

PLUMBING RESIDENTIAL 
HEATING OILFIELD 

(403) 587-2389 or (403) 587-2221 
FAX: (403) 587-2821 

BOX 278 NORMAN WELLS, NWT. XOE OVO 

Phone (403) 453-8989 Fax (403) 455-7799 

urban SCAFFOLDING LTD 
Shores 

Ladders Stairways 

Laminated Planks Frame 

Sidewalk Hoarding 

Utility Scaffolds 

Single Post | 

Bleachers 

Garbage Chutes 

Accessories 

Tubes & Clamps System Scaffold 

SALES SERVICE RENTALS 

12112-156 st., Edmonton, Alberta 
Box S076, Sin, 1E5) 1SP=4kK1 | 

452-5950 | 

Fax:452-2476 | 





Fase £p0~ 22970 
October 6, 1992 Fé 07 

To: Thermoshell Inc. Markham 

From: A. Verhoeff, 243 Indian Grove, Toronto 

Re: Account 31112758 

Please close the above account. I am changing to Consumers Gas heating. 

The Consumers contractor claims that the fuel has to be removed (the fuel tank is build-in and 

would require major demolition). 

When I capped the fuel line I took a 2 litre sample. It is red-brown and obviously polymerized. 
If the tank has to be emptied Shell may want to take the fuel back, I hate to have this oil fall in 

the hands of the competition. 

Please confirm the cancellation of our account and indicate if the tank is better left full, filled 

with water or its fill cap outside sealed. 

I will report my experience with Shell Furnace oil to Bill Hall in the Shell Canada office in 

Calgary. 

I can be reached at Fax 368-5445. 

AV 
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EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT Zee 
WITH SHELL CANADA LIMITED (“SHELL”) 7 

For the purposes of the conditions statea below, “Shell where applicable includes Shell Canada Limited 

together with its associated, affiliated and subsidiary companies. 

| have been given, have read and understand Shell's policy statement on the Employment Relationship 

and. in consideration of my employment by Shell | agree that: 

aye CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION Mos, 

lp (a) Neither during my employment nor at any time thereafter will | disclose or make personal use of any 

information belonging to Shell which | know or ought to know is considered by Shell to be 

confidential. Confidential information shall include, but not be limited to, trade secrets, formulae, 

processes, designs, engineering and scientific Knowledge. information concerning exploration and land 

or lease acquisition programs, market know!edge. data and information confidential to associates, 

customers and suppliers, financial and statistical data, and production and other cost information. 

(b) Shell will not require of me, and cautions me not to disclose, information confidential to my previous 

employer(s) which | am obligated to protect. 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

pa (a) Except as authorized in writing by Shell, | will not acquire during the period of my employment, either 

In my name or in the name of another, any interests in oil, natural gas, sulphur and related 

hydrocarbons, uranium, thorium or other minerals; or interests in any chemical venture; or any 

securities or rights in any organization which owns or trades in any such interests, except for 

securities listed on a recognized stock exchange. 

(b) | will make written disclosure of all such holdings which | may have at the date of employment with 

Shell. 

S: Should any corporate or business undertaking or activity in which | now participate or hereafter become 

involved, on my own behalf, financially or otherwise, appear to present a possible conflict of interest under 

Shell's policy, | will promptly disclose the facts to my Supervisor so that a determination can be made as to 

whether a conflict of interest does exist. | will take whatever action is requested of me by Shell to 

resolve any conflict which it finds to exist. 

4. (a) If, during my employment or as a result of my employment, | make any invention relating to Shell's 

business, | will advise Shell, and upon Shell's request, assign to Shell my interest and rights in the 

invention. | will execute all necessary papers to enable Shell to secure patents in Canada and in 

other-countries for the invention. 

(b) Should Shell declare in writing that it has no interest in the invention, | will be free to develop it for 

“my own benefit. 

TERM OF EMPLOYMENT 

5: Unless the employment offered me is for a fixed term. | understand that my services are 

engaged for an indeterminate period. | may terminate my employment by giving notice to Shell, or Shell 

may terminate my employment by giving me reasonable notice. Shell may. terminate my employment 

for cause without notice and without payment in lieu of notice. These conditions, are subject to the 
eee 

. Sy ~~ requirements of applicable labour legislation and collective agreements. 

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED : 

WITNESSED | ee I AV ZO ie eee ee See OE ee 

for Shell “Employee's Name (print) 





MELTING AND TRANSFORMING CRYSTALS 219 

Sometimes the atoms will not shift over to the other 
arrangement, even when they would find that arrange- 
ment more stable. Pure carbon is known in two crystal- 
line forms, graphite and diamond. Graphite is more 
stable than diamond at all temperatures, at ordinary 
Pressure. But, fortunately for lovers of diamonds, they 
do not change spontaneously into graphite crystals. In a 
way not yet understood, some of the carbon in nature 
crystallized as diamonds, and now those carbon atoms 
are frozen in that arrangement and cannot shift over 
into the more stable arrangement (Figure 110). 

220 CRYSTALS AND CRYSTAL GROWING 

Fig. 110. Two CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF CARBON. The 

arrangement of atoms in diamond (A) puts it in 

the cubic crystal system. Each carbon atom is tightly 

bonded to four others (Figure 96). You can think of 

any one atom as at the center of a regular tetrahedron, 
with four other carbon atoms at the four corners. In 

graphite (B) the carbon atoms are arranged in plane 

hexagonal nets; the crystal belongs to the hexagonal 

system. Each atom has only three near neighbors within 

its net, and the nets are spaced more than twice as far 

apart as the atoms within a net. Graphite cleaves ex- 

tremely easily in the plane of the nets; diamond cleaves 

with much more difficulty but quite smoothly along 

“octahedral” planes. 

Crystals and 
Crystal Growing 

BY 

PASS EG) IOEESIN 

AND 

PE ieYs We bse ING. ER: 

Published by Anchor Books 

Doubleday & Company, Inc. 

Garden City, New York 





bitumont eng. & Const. Co, ilu. A 
box 8398 for! memurray. alberta 

( 403 743 4161) 

November 29, 1979 a Lm 

To B.W. RAYMOND 

SubDgeet COMMENTS ON CLAY COLLOID CHEMISTRY PAPER 

This paper-can only be described ‘as exciting.: it would 
appear that Me., Verhoettemight well be” on tene verge ora 
breakthrough in describing the mechanism of separation, or 
rather - non separation. 

Many Gt the pheneminasdescribed inwthes paper have beenscon— 

Sidered by other researchers but generally not as completely 
op Mocraly.. 

s€veral Gesearch paths outlined! in the paper, should be 
pursued with vigour as they might well influence the 
extraction design. Among these are: 

Ne Oiiantiby cine Ve fiect of sheaneand speci ty boundaries of 
major effect on the oleoohilic properties of the steet 
Sislimcakes. 

ie Quantity further nhemblanketing elie@ctaof. the free 
cations on the molecular structure. 

Sins Investigate other (perhaps cheaper) cationic agents. 
This may be .Of particular importance asthe price ot 

‘* “caustic threatens: to-go out of sight. 

As Further investigation of possible chemical treatment 

Ob middlirngs) probably “1ghoring “any chlonranes or 
chlorinated hydrocarbons because of the.adverse re- 
actions in’ the upgrading plants. 

Dye Develop (if possible) some means of measuring, in a two 
or three phase solution, an accurate or trending measure- 
ment to predict processability. One means might be:to 
measure Gene, anionic On cationic charges, in «solution. 

As a matter of interest, the directional impact of the 

theories gadvanced insehis paper fit entirely with the 
SingleGbesteextractlonmprocessalLeLed to cate —sin. the 
opinion ofethe observer. 

ly Submitted 

\ 

Pant Les, ore song 

Respect fy 

£ - 
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Drillhole for carrying out reaction (both biological and chemical) under a head 

of water. 

This project is hard to d#fine and it may be possible to combine our efforts 

with those of a University were the work maybe carried out by fourth year students. 

Therefor if we turn this budget case around and say how much money could be sunk 

into such an exploratory project we could ask for proposals from Universities 

to carry out our project inaooperatiom with ORC people. 

No hole,no project: no budget no hole. 





w Minister of State Ministre d'Etat 

Science and Technology Sciences et Technologie 
Canada Canada 

Ottawa, Canada 
K1A 1A1 

JAN 7 38 1985 

Mr. Bram Verhoeff = 

243 Indian Grove 

LOROn toner Outanne 

M6P 2H4 = 

Dear Mr. Verhoeff: 

I read with a great deal of interest your recent letter 
to the Prime Minister, in which you commented 
extensively on a range of research matters. 

As the Minister of State for Science and Technology, I 
am committed to seeing that our research and technology , 

efforts make a strong contribution to the economic 
renewal of our country. For this reason, I share your 

deep concern that the individual scientist or inventor 
must be encouraged and nourished as a vital national 
asset. His interests must be taken fully into account; 
and his viewpoints must be heard and appreciated. 

It is quite apparent that your research work and recent 

discoveries span a number of fields. Without getting 
into the particulars of any one item, I would suggest 
you consider discussing your ideas with the appropriate 
technical persons in the following government bodies: 
the National Research Council of Canada, the Canada 
Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology, Atomic Energy 

of Canada Limited, and Canada Patents and Development 
Limited. I am sure that these organizations will be 
able to provide you with sound, technical advice on your 
work and with helpful suggestions on the most productive 
courses of action to follow. 

i+t 

Canada 





Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to have the 

benefit of your views and experiences. I am always 

encouraged when I learn of individuals, such as 

yourself, who take great personal initiatives in coming 

up with creative ideas to address our critical problems 
in science and technology. Let me wish you every 
success in pursuing your ideas and your work in the 
futures 

Yours sincerely, 

HoOneucal Wem Ome saGGOn wb) Grenp teers 





University of Toronto 

Research Board 

[ 

Mine Bram Verhoetf 

243 Indian Grove 

December 8, 1989 

HOMOMEOMmMOMEa Iso 

M6P 2H4 

DearwMi. Mernoett - 

On behalit lok Proresson Sr 

Research. 

Waddams, I am writing 

you for your submission to the Task Force on Ethical 

to thank 

Conduct in 

Yours sincerely, 

' 18 fle 

Ke SAGS i 

PB/jh 

Pauline Burke 

Nec Eeitcinv Om Ele 

Task Force 

Simcoe Hall Toronto Ontario M5S 1A1 Telephone (416) 978-4257 
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stone walled by Richard Furness, an cbvious non-scientist 

and nobody from our own Toronto University is called to 

explain what happened not even "pacifist” Ursula Franklin or 

Ontario NDP leader Bob Rae whom I informed of the impending 

danger on April 30, 198e in his office at Queens Park. 

4t.One month later my sick-pay from Shell was withdrawn and I 

managed by the skin of my teeths to get my minimum pension 

Mine oamlias tie SS cee 

When I heard Ursula Franklin mention her troubles with CSIS 

and the plans For the University to get into Police Research 

instead of leaving that to the KMA in Kingsten I put 

together several written questions and gave them to her at 

the fourth lecture*. She came over to me at the last lecture 

and gave me a copy of the Police Research notice in the 

Bulletin and asked for my address. I have not heard from her 

Since SG im case she did mot think of it herself I am 

submitting a copy of my questions on the ethics of 

technelogy tal vets Task Perce: 

“Free” at last an Februarg ISB 1 wrote am -Detceh to Shel 

Canada Research’s bosses in The Hague the "Shell 

internationale Research Maatschappy” about the matter of 

your U of T graduate engineer Almis Ledas putting his 

Signature under my invention which was based on my Knowledge 

oF clay colloid Shemistry and whieh he did? net seven 

understand. 1] had made that a joint patent application in 

order to stimulate him but after I had read his forth year 

project on the electrolysis of Seawater in which he measured 

different voltages over the surface of the same electrode 

Cunnoticed by his professor I realized that he would never 

be capable of innovation himself. Their answer shows that 

the confidential direct line between me, the inventor and my 

company’s patent agent had been interfered with by my 

Canadian management*. Cl am bringing this to your attention 

because of the lead article in the Bulletin of November 13, 

1SB9 whieh says: ~ Under the old ack Ene sighteul anventer 

was the one to make the invention First. Now it is whoever 

LS sie Sesto MG wae pale nr aaDpL Teaelone sSsalGa Munmsehnes:. 

Ie knowethatwe the wole slaweal Som Sache hare paso Claim ce 

Sign. al snveneion whieh, 1S NOC UOuUn CWT, 15 chat ene freason 

For the curtain of secrecy which has fallen over Research in 

general and Research at the U of T in particular?) 

To SeLlismeconU sof u s-eSscaseh Capawed ole ae ene ohne Canada 

Research Centre in Oakville: My son Raymond studied 

Chemistry with Professor Graudom and 1 offered ta supervise 

his fourth year project and therefore Professor Graydon 

visited the lab and we discussed the project which was on 

BileeEeocnentcalmcocaullist Seon VU EMeaed ne Ol OSLe abt Omns one 

project was such a success that Professor Graydon asked me 

EONSUDEEYV SewamniaScens Gegsceeesodecesce epee) Labeand ney, som 

Deleceea several JOD VGErErS Wm rOrger To Brepare. jimselr for 

the next degree at the U of T. Suddenly Shell’s support was 

withdrawn and fearing that Shell had heard From Bob Rae that 
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I was aware of the Pickering situation I phoned on a Friday 

evening the University of Waterloo coordinator for Masters 

Program who agreed to see my son the following Monday. The 

years at the U of W were the happiest years for my son and 

Shell reluctantly let him computerize the Hydrogenation 

pilot plant. While working on his project my son and I had a 

Father and son patent application based on an idea by my son 

to use suspended leftover clay from Tarsand to catalysis the 

well known heavy oil upgrader such as the one planned for 

Lloydminster. The fate of that application was again that it 

was Signed by a rather ignorant U of T graduate engineer and 

Our names were removed. 

Raymond considers the University of Waterloo his Alma Mater 

and as for Harley he finished his degree in Civil 

Engineering and via producing two consecutive Skule Night 

shows where free speech still reigns he went to the National 

Theatre School in Montreal and is now Technical Director at 

the National Arts Centre in Ottawa. 

As I mentioned in my question to Ursula Franklin about the 

Candu reactor I offered my lost technology in Tarsand to 

Brian Mulroney in 1984 in order to support his claim that he 

would create jobs by supporting Canadian Research and the 

last thing I heard for the time being was the letter from 

Professor Tom Siddon dated January 1985*. So when I heard U 

of~ i Frofessor d- Wosmith talk on ehe:U oF 2 student radic 

station about his invention which removes Hydrogen sulphide 

From gas streams I immediately recognized my contactor for 

which I had made 20 claims in my patent application of 1978 

IIMS iviebiqe,  WEhat) Siri tealeime Sela lavewiael Cweinec(ealinjet: 

I therefore went to the radio station on St George street 

and the friendly people let me hear the tape of their 

interview. There was no mistake: it was my technology! Next 

I went to the Research Board office but they had never heard 

od Professor J W Smith’s research so I asked for the address 

of the Innovation office. There again nobody was available 

Cprobably warned from the Research Office so [I left my card 

with the message and never heard from them also. But the J WwW 

Smith tape kept being run week after week: there was 

apparently not much real research going on. My son tried to 

contact the graduate students mentioned on the tape and I 

tried to get a list of the inventions of Professor J W Smith 

From the engineering library but to no avail. I got the 

WeOngG patent send tome at an excerbitant: price, not from 

the patent office in Ottawa but Following the guidelines of 

the Mulroney government from a company named *Micromedia 

Limited Cand limited they are!) Finally my son did a patent 

search and apparently no such patent excists any more, I say 

anymore for the attached drawing* was part of the patent 

which was when I saw it the standard issue American patent. 

Was tt a Fake Or wes it withdrawnT; as the inventor | 

certainly should have been notified! 

After muy fFirstyletter ito Mulroney |! thought Tenated” several 

Other instances of Use of my Pdsa including vecinculating 
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Water Fora, Pes fernm and collecting) the Bishy amines ina 

Separator and using it as fertilizer in a nearby orchard! so 

when Mulroney called the 1988 election I wrote him another 

letter*, 

This time an underling "answered” and said that he had 

referred the patent matter to Mr Harvey, that was in January 

of this year! 

I find that the University of Toronto Research organization 

iS. never calied wupon, col scomment cmeclacify ta Torontonians 

when strange phenomena take place such as: 

* In the case of the baby deaths in Sick Children Hospital 

the chemist’s role was to run a test based on a phusical 

phenomena Cchromatography) and testify as to his test 

results; no bio-chemical tests were carried out on heavily 

drugged decaying infant cadavers to see if any compounds 

develop which run at the same speed through a 

chromatographic column as dyxogen Cthat is all you can say 

about chromatography results) 

* In the case of the chlorine disaster: McMurtry, a lawyer 

was in charge at the site and when the press asked him 

vechnLcaleQueselens he satde yl mnneGt a Chemist, Eden es know 

how manu people know that Mississsauga was saved by the fact 

that the adjacent tankcar containing propane caught fire and 

drove the Chlorine gas upward. When the hearing took place 

1t was again a lawyer’s paradise any University professor 

would suggest that all Chlorine shipments should be buffered 

between two propane tankcars and that upon Chlorine gas 

detection a controled burn would be initiated which would 

prevent the Chlorine gas from spreading over the ground as 

Eso Gubrkwiiy didei mache harst World Wary Asian extra 

note: while driving back to tToronto from Oakville and 

listening Ea -Ehe pepores about the hearing 1] sealized eEhat f 

drove beside a Flatbed truck loaded with what appeared to be 

bottles of liquified Chlorine gas. The bottles were laying 

in open cradles without any fastening and in an accident 

would have gassed the bumper to bumper traffic coming home 

aut Sf theveure., Leslowed doin way behinea® ener eauck and] omlvy 

Lela Mu uate aeehone. cholidn = Enese Dera cleaging woeuse 

For knowledgeable warnings and what better than your own 

Research Board? 

* Two months ago there was an explosion on the Queensway in 

an abandoned fertilizer plant producing a yellowish cloud 

which moved over the Queen Elizabeth Highway and over Lake 

Ohaieetenvey. jelstejelitis) (elsolWleiste slejelalin) le (Giqkiishosiigté) Clnlel iecleiUlchelsjal ielals) 

buildings Cinstead of staying inside). I immediately thought 

of Ammonium Nitrate , an industrial explosive which you can 

buy tn-2S pound Bagswin Garden storesrand,” Pook zt up 

yourself, has two way of exploding by inpact and by heat, 

the latter producing, Soplous amounts ef Niesows Oxides which 

apparently are only recognized by environmentalists when 

pooeuced Iny small amounts by mastu Oiesel engines. Even in 

the evening news the true nature of the blast was hidden and 

the doctor assured us that in any way it was not dangerous. 

* Then there is the case of Flammable metal stolen in 
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Brampton* Look up under Zirconium in the Encyclopedia of 

Chemical Technology: It is only flammable as a very fine 

powder and should then be marked but as scrap metal it was 

Obviously from a nuclear reactor as its major use is in 

containing Uranium pellets in the fuel rods. Questions: 

Where did the, three ton: Zirconium come from, where did 

Mississsauga Metals intended to send it and where are the 

thLletSs sending ror faube avo for, ESTSieNn! 

* Re: the tape from Inspector Stroud. Remembet the Ethyl 

Carbamate scare in our Ontario wines dreamed up by a 

disgruntled LCBO analytical chemist? I looked up a Few of my 

books and found that physicians inject 3 gram amounts 

UMeEbavenously Linke, pPatLlenes, On —Chemorenerapny. se, l Wwene cp 

the hearing office and asked to testify. I was interviewed 

by an investigator who recorded what I had to say and when 

His tape was full he said that when it was typed out that he 

would call me *so that) l could cartect 2t.t Hei. nimselfr did 

net Understand a word I had said and 1 asked him what his 

background was. He gave me his card: Inspector Stroud, OPP 

Homicide !?!? After a few days he phoned me and I recorded 

Our conversation. I was never called back and the hearing 

Fizzed Out. 
A few weeks later Inspector Stroud fell From a tractor on 

his farm and was killed. I did some more writing, the 

disgruntled analytical chemist CRyerson graduate) is now the 

head of the LCBO testing lab and another scientist was 

sought to head Research. Look at the money they could have 

saved if they had approached the U of T Research Board! 

* For the time being ,finally, there was the Ontario Energy 

Board hearing into the take-over attempt of Union 

Enterprises by Unicorp. I applied to intervene* and attended 

some thirty sessions, again only lawyers were allowed to 

speak even on scientific matters and again no U of T 

representation. There were apparently behind closed doors 

meetings and | was completely written out of thge final 

Gepene. Ine atteched quote* from page: Se&b0 st the transcript 

obviously refers to my invention of reducing roasting. Vince 

Kerrio’s letter speaks for himself*. 

When I was ousted from Shell Research at to top of my career 

I did not want anything more tham fecognition For some 

ele Mee owe Weis} ile} ile) i upceigie) Tele Geunictele’ ain) winle eisiee) (olf telplshetaty 

supply and a save environment. I have attended tt seminars 

arranged bu the Pulp & Paper Centre where’ speakers were 

warned that although this was a private! meeting CS300) they 

GOuUid not be protected frem ‘the press and “Greenpeace. ihe 

speakers came from the States and mainly from the 

Scandinavian countries. No significant contribution was made 

by ther oF i group Ceheir contribution 15 mainty “a statinch 

defence of Professor Rapson’s method of combining Chlorine 

wrth Oxugen. the last session even included talks, by born 

again PCB debunker Professor Bruce Ames who received a money 

price from a Pulp & Paper company. By nel participating 

Toronto apparently earned itself to be called a Centre of 

Excellence. And yet the speakers in S events cut out of one 
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Bulletin* all having to do with paper do not know about each 

others work and worries.If Chlorine is really God-given and 

unavoidable I have a method to make neutral rain by 

producing the base Ammonium in the Flame thus producing 

neutral Chlorides, sulphites, sulphates, carbonates, etc 

which are Fertilizers, If Chlorine rains down ias chloride no 

Rat S| Genes A recent. entice wn Crenical eb ng iisering 
News* about the explosion of a solid rocket fuel factory 

which produces Ammonium perchlorate. The debate was is it a 

Fuel OF 2Ssit an Oxidizer Anu siighnscineoL Sstident. can telt 

you that it is both and that all the reaction products are 

gasses. The 30 million pounds of Chlorine gas a year alien 

to to upper atmosphere do probably more damage to the ozone 

layer and are not even contributing to the whiteness of 

paper. 

Professor Reed does not believe that Chlorine will ever be 

replaced but I have two candidates: Potassium percarbonate 

and electrolytically produced perborate but who is 

listening? 

I have successfully obtained cold fusion using ordinary 

water and Tantalum; induced gravity by a counterwound coil. 

But as the experience in the US shows the First requirement 

is a degree in physics From a good University even if the 

process involves only chemistry. Did President Truman decide 

that all nuclear phenomema could only be handled by 
fieate physicists? I think I have evidence that Technicium is 

turned on end off by changing the oxidatiom state between + 

ana 7. So whi net Piticonium and Uraniune f alsostouna seme 

interesting properties in Potassium Carbonate solutions for 

the storage of heavy metals If the philosophy of the 

SWE ise ay 2S sealeiohe Etqiiei=S i Mininwline; (se) sclnle) jaleteeine Gime aes) iis Sie 

is the real inventor. I hope I have not given too much away. 

Votes. ei ene, 

Bram Verhoeetfs clo andian Grove, Toromeo, MGR cH 





CHEMISTRY OF POLYMERISATION AS ABPLIED TO THE 
PREPARATION OF BUNA SYNTHETIC RUBBERS. 

INTERVIEW 

with 

DR. BECKER. 

Late of the Ghemical Department of the Rubber 
Research Laboratories of the I.G.Farbenindustrie, 

Leverkusen. : 

Interviewed by 

Dr.W.G. Davey Dunlop Rubber Co.Ltd. 
Mr.M,M. Heywood Firestone Tyre & Rubber Go.Ltd. 
Mr.F,A, Jones Dunlop Rubber Co.Ltd. 
MPeDaWs Langaster. Firestone Tyre-& Rubber Co.Ltd. 
Mr.E.0. Shead P.B. Cow & Co.Ltd, 

at 

geltans Schools, Queensmere Road, 
Wimbledon, London, S.W.19. 

on 

August 7th, 1946. . 

BIOS Target Number : C22/5232. ‘ 

“BRITISH INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES SUB-COMMITTEE 

, 32, Bryanston Square, London, Wl. 
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BY AIRMAIL oe ee) r) 
/ 

Mr. B. Verhoeff Vee 

243 Indian Grove | 

TORONTO i 

Canada M6P 2H4 

Your ref.: 
llth April, 1984 

Our ref.: RSPH/2 @ (070) 772664 

Dear Mr. Verhoeff, 

We acknowledge receipt of your letter of 30.3.1984. 

The invention reported by you and Almis Ledas, (our internal reference 

K 9352) to which you referred, was in 1982 searched for novelty/ 

inventivess and found unpatentable by us; a view shared by Shell Canada 

and hence no patent application was drafted or filed by us. 

The other items raised in your letter seem to us to result from or to 

relate to the terms of the contract of employment between you and your 

former employer and to the Law governing this contract. Therefore we 

feel that that part of your letter could better be dealt with by Shell 

Canada, reason for which we have passed on your letter to them together 

WANE fl rejnye wpe iclole) Ivateiesie' 

Yours faithfully, 

Shell Internationale Research Maatschappij B.V. 

~~ 

7h all Py - 

q Sf fff ~~, 

g Yl 
— 

Ale Puaster 

cc. Shell Canada (General Manager Research) 

Shell Internationale Research Maatschappij B.V. Telex : 31005 Established at The Hague 
Postbus 162 Teleohone : (070) 77 9111 Carel van Rvlandtlaan 20 





SHELL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF SHELL OIL COMPANY 

MAILING ADOKEED 

3737 BELLAIRE BOULEVARD PO. ROX AAI 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77025 ar ae hare a A Z 

BELLAIRi September 30, 1974 
RESEARCH C NTER 

Subject: Visit to Shell Canada 

Friday, August 23, 1974 ae 

‘a 

Mr. G. Shane ay 
Shell Canada Limited ih 
Ba Ov box S00. sterminal Un" 

Torenta,, Ontario.» canada rw 
MSW 1LEi 

Denar Mr. Shares 

On Friday, Aupuat 23, a vielt wasn made to Ghell Cannda Onkville 

Laboratorses for the purpose of discusning thelr exploratory program on 

surface: processing of Canadian tar sands. ‘here a demonstration was given 

of the contacting process in batch form devised by B. Verhoeff. 

The device consisnta of three troughs which overflow one .to the other 

containing hot water. The water Ja clreulated from tie final trough to true 

Inftia. trough to imeke the syatem one of total recycle. Tar sand, both 1. 

the presence of clay and in the absence of clay, wars procensed. In additlon, 

ao samp-.e of tar gand fn the prenence of clay kneaded or worked to caune the 

clay ard the oil to become intimately mixed was also processed. Siynifteant 

differ«nces between the various samples were noted and in particular the tar 

appeared to separate from the sand in order of increasing difficulty as follows: 

1) tar sand without clay 2) tar sand with clay 3) tar sand kneaded with clay. 

All of these observations were made simply by contacting the sand with a signi- 

ficant quantity of water in the absence of caustic. In all cases the oil formed 

fine filaments which separated from the sand and rose to form a film on the water 

surface. While it is well known thac in the laboratory contactiny tar with hot 

water: }roduces a relatively easy separation and that the significant problems are 

introduced by scale-up to commercial size, the concept was offered that by diluting 

the tar with an excess of hot water the separation process may be relatively insen- 

sitive to the level of agitation and mixing. This could, in principle, iacrease 

the po:sibility that the process is scalable to a commercial size. 

It was recommended to the Oakville Labs that they carry out quantitative 

measurements in the laboratory of oil separation, oil recovery, residence time in 

the batch vessels, etc., and that they carry out a set of experiments which show 

the sensitivity of this process to levels of agitation, perhaps by inserting some 

sort of mixing device in the first stage of separation. It was further recommended 

that if these recovery data look promising and if the process is shown to be 

relatively insensitive to mixing, (that is to say, the concept that simple dilution 

in a large amount of water is the key step) that a bench scale continuous demonstra- 

tion unit be considered at the Oakville Laboratory. Naturally, success in this step 
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would require further piloting and semi-commercial steps. It was agreed 

that Shell Canada would keep us informed of the laboratory results and that 

we would discuss the status at a later date. 

Very truly yours, 

) Shyt 

Ko, Sarena, Wi breearethapre 

Corporate R&D - Engineering 

/ 

fol 

f 

cc: Shell Oil Company 

Woe I Ia, Will sbaysenror 

Shell Development Company 

Mmbe 6 ts (5 Whoo: 

Loe 




